The spectrum of free Schrodinger operators at the half space with boundary condition -Qt-p = 0 (q being the normal derivative, Q a seif-adjoint, operator at the bpundary) is investigated and a, connection between its. negative part and the spectrum of a family of KleinGordon type operators is stated.
Introduction
For the understanding of surface effects it is useful to consider the motion of particles in domains with position-dependent -boundary conditions. In the one-dimensional case it has been shown that the operator H = -d2/dx2 with boundary conditions. = q(0), q € R, is the norm resolvent limit of -d 2/dx2 ± nV(nx) with Neumann boundary conditions for n -* oc, where V is an L1 -function satisfying fV(x) dx = q (see [1] ). One can conjecture that an analogous property holds in the multidimensional case, when H0 = -LI in L2 (R X-R + ) with boundary conditions a1a 12 I = where Q is a multiplication operator representing the action of boundary forces. However, in this paper we 'will not restrict ourselves to multiplication operators. Thus our results may be applied to the case of non-local boundary forces too. A detailed analysis of HQ with convolution-type operators Q will be provided in a forthcoming paper [7] . Our main result, the statement of a connection between the spectra of HQ and
E <0, is formulated and proved in Section 1. This connection enables us to make use of the theory of pseuclodifferential and, particularly, Klein-Gordon operators, which took a rapid development in the recent years (see, e.g., [4, 5, [10] [11] [12] ). Section 2 contains two propositions on the applicability of our Theorem for certain classes of functions Q. The last Section 3 is devoted to the proof of some technical lemmata. Applications of the results of the present paper will be published in [2, 3, 8] .
--
i. The main result
In the following we will use the notations R+n= Rn-I xR+, for the norms of L2 (R+ ), L2 (R 1 ), resp., LI, LI' for the Laplacians in R,", R', resp.,
• .
. .
for the Fourier transform over the first n --1 variables. Now we can state Theorem 1: Let Q = Q* be K00-bounded with a relative bound less than 1.
where a, a, and Cess denote the spectrum, the pure point spectrum and the essential
• spectrum, respectively.
Equipped with the norm
• . C0(R")\can he completed to a Banach space MQ which contains D(HQ ). Since D(H0 ) is the kerilel of a continuous map from MQ into L2 (R'-'), it is closed, and so is HQ . From Gauss' Theorem (cf. [6] ) it follows that HQ is symmetric. On the other hand, it is well known that (HQ ± i) C0 (R') = L2 ( R+n ), which implies (i).
• (ii) can be verified by taking C 0°°-test functions, which approximate plane waves.
(iii) Here we need some technical lemmata, which we will prove in Section 3:,
Lemma 1: Let 92 € D(HQ ) and q =
Then, for E.< 0, 
Now we continue the,proof of Theorem 1/(iii).
I

J. Let 0> E € c(H0 ).
Then there exits a sequence (k) D(H0 ) with j kII = 1 and
and therefore 0 € a(K0). Now we set 4)k = 21I2Kpk . ACcording to Lemma 2, there exists a sequence (k). D(H 0 ) with kIx=O =4)k We get jklI -1 (it follows from (7)) and I(H Q -K) TkIl -^0, which proves K € (H0 ). The analyticity of KQ,E and (iv) imply F € adISC(HQ) for 0 € aaISC(KQE) I Remarks: I. One could expect that HQ will be self-adjoint for all such Q, which define a self-acljoint operator K QE , but, however, this still remains to bei. verified generally;
Suppose 0€ c(KQE )
2. It is remarkable that, in the case of a multiplication operator Q,-the boundary values of the negative energy wave functions of HQ describe relativistic particles moving along, the boundry in a potential field Q with a rest mass corresponding to the binding energy -E.
Examples
In this section we state some classes of functions Q which are K00-boundcd (as multiplication operators) with a relative bound less than 1. • Proof: Let € C0 (JIm ), 2 q <,2m/(m -2) for m > 2 and 2-q < 00 other- 
The first terni tends to zero when r tends to infinity. Thus, for all positive a, one finds a positive b such that Proof: Given a real number r ^ 1 and a measurable set C < Rm,denote llilr,C lI!lLr(C) Let%Ck , Ck' (k E Z m ) be the cube of that x ERtm for which jx -k11 ;51/2 (3/2, resp.), i = 1, . ..,-m. ForQ as-in the assumption, we define IIIQIII = sup {IIQIIp.ck: k E Z m}. We note that, for € D(K00 ), tiieParseval identity iniplie
Now, let ,j € Co(Ck'), with (x) ^ 1 and ?1(x) = 1 for all x E Ck, and let q = (p -2). Using (10) and (11) we obtain II4Iq,Ck The first step follows from the Holder inequality, the second uses the elementary inequality (x + y) 2 2(x' + y2), and the third one i , a consequence -of the fact that any interior polit of Ck is contained in 3". cubes C,,', jk -nI ;5 1. Since a can be ehoosen arbitrarily small, the statement follows I
Appendix
Here we recover the proofs of the three Lemmata used in the proof of Theorem 1/(iii).
Proof of Lemma 1: Let (HQ -E) ip = f. Then 49 satisfies the differential equation -a' .
• -
0(p, X) +(p2-E)4)(p,x).=/(p,x). (12)
We represent the solution of (12) in the form
Denoting (p)= (p, 0) and using the boundary condition we get the equation 
and -
Using the opposite direction of the triangle inequality and the bounclednss of (p2 -B)-' we get (5) 
We iepresent j(p, x) as in (13) by setting, in correspondence to the initial condition of (14) Using again the triangle inequality in both directions, we obtain (7 
